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Clean install based on trunk shows 2 SQL errors

Status

 Closed

Subject

Clean install based on trunk shows 2 SQL errors

Version

3.x

Category

- Error

Feature

Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)

Resolution status

Duplicate

Submitted by

Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by

Philippe Cloutier

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description

Clean install on a new (multitki) site based on trunk from today (Jan. 24th, 2009) shows 2 SQL errors:

```
SELECT patch_name FROM tiki_schema
Table 'tikitrunk_etcs.tiki_schema' doesn't exist
#2008-11-20 JohannesMoser
ALTER TABLE `tiki_polls` ADD `anonym` ENUM( 'a', 'u', 'i', 'c' ) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'u'
Duplicate column name 'anonym'
```

Solution

The duplicate column is not an issue. The other error was already reported in 2117.

Priority

25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID

2270

Created

Saturday 24 January, 2009 11:29:26 GMT-0000
by Unknown
LastModif
Thursday 15 October, 2009 14:54:11 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 24 Jan 09 12:37 GMT-0000
I confirm I saw this too

RandyH 19 Jun 09 16:10 GMT-0000
Just upgraded three different installations from 2.4 to 3.0. Unfortunately all are Fantastico control so I cannot get to the shell. But all three now do not work with same "tiki_schema" table missing error.
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